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Introduction 
 
According the the classic Snell’s law, we can assume that a specular 
reflector illuminated by an incidence wave responds and reflects the 
energy mainly in one direction, whereas a point diffractor acts as a 
secondary source and radiates the energy in all directions. 
 
Most methods of diffraction imaging are based on this assumption. 
 
Nori Nakata and Gregory C. Beroza (2016) introduced a new method of 
reverse-time migration using the geometric mean as an imaging 
condition (GmRTM) for the locations of passive seismic sources, which 
can be applied for diffraction imaging due to the similarity to active-shot 
RTM.  

Methodology 
 
Mathematical preparation 
 
We start with simple forward wave propagation from a seismic source 
location           to the position underground.     
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: Wavefield extrapolation of Source 
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: Green’s function 
 

Then we backward each recorded data in reverse time. 
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: Wavefield extrapolation of recorded data i 

: Recorded wavefield 
: The complex conjugate of the approximated Green’s function 
 

Imaging condition for conventional RTM. 
 
For the RTM algorithm using the cross-correlation imaging condition. 
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Imaging condition for GmRTM 
 
For the GmRTM algorithm. 
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Conclusion 
 
We introduce GmRTM to image small-scale diffraction 
objects. Compared with conventional RTM, this method 
has two advantages: 
 
1. Because the imaging condition of GmRTM requires that 
all the backward waves from all the receivers have the 
same arrival time, GmRTM can eliminate the reflection 
information effectively in the image. 

 
2. GmRTM creates spatially higher resolution diffractor  
image than conventional RTM. 
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Fig 1. (a) Acoustic velocity model. The blue★and the red dots indicate the location of the source and 

receivers, respectively. We can see there is a diffractor at (200,200) m, and a reflector along the z=400 
m. (b) Snapshot at 0.4s, we arrow indicated the diffracted wave which propagates in all directions like 
a source underground. 

Fig 2. Result of (1) conventional RTM using cross-correlation imaging condition. (b) GmRTM. The 
red arrow indicates the location of the diffractor underground. 

Fig 3. Images around the diffractor(200,200) obtained by (a) conventional RTM ( equation 3), (b) 
GmRTM ( equation 4). The blue solid lines show the depth and horizontal location of the diffractor. 

Fig 4. Backward waveform wiggle trace from source and 10 receivers 

at the location of diffractor. The blue ★indicates the source and red □ 
indicates the receivers, the blue solid line shows the arrival time of the 
forward wave from source and backward waves from the receiver.  


